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ARTICLE BY: TAMPA ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHER BRIAN SWARTZWELDER 
PROJECT: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

There's nothing like the big picture to provide all the information about a property. Aerial photographyAerial photography is the unique marketing
tool that can deliver that image and a whole lot of information about what additional amenities the surrounding community has
to offer a potential homebuyer.

Guiding someone through a model home shows off the quality construction and elegance that has been built in to the house.
Offering that potential customer an aerial view of the neighborhood surrounding that home can be the extra push they need.
This view offers them visual enticement for all the wonders they will enjoy as a part of the community. Extras such as parks,
hiking trails, secluded beaches and close proximity to shopping, dining and entertainment add another dimension to a home.
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Wrapping the beautiful home you've constructed in these additional benefits may bring you the sale you are looking for. The
option to include a quality aerial video in their sales pitch is now available from Grey Street Studios, Inc. You can include this
important visual with your regular marketing. Give your potential buyers all the information they need to evaluate the amazing
benefits of your homes. With an aerial video view, they can see for themselves the surrounding properties and amenities they
will enjoy as owners of this home. Making the investment in a quality aerial view will save you both time and money in the long
run. Rather than chauffeuring your buyers all around the neighborhood, they can sit in comfort and be given the grand tour.
And that tour will take them to places they couldn't drive to. Places like along the beach at sunset or through the trails in the
early morning light become more than something you tell them about. T hey become clear and concrete as your video shows
them the big picture.

If you're interested in finding out more about how aerial photography can market your properties, please contact uscontact us.

Brian SwartzwelderBrian Swartzwelder
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